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Overview

This was a very successful but risky visit that delivered the essential equipment 
requested by the L’viv team (generators and heaters) and identified additional 
requirements for direct financial support, and further deliveries of equipment.

The situation in L’viv is unstable. Two missiles struck targets just 1km from our drop-off 
a few hours before we arrived. Five more were shot down. 

We were made aware of this strike while still inbound to Ukraine but decided to cross 
the border and continue to the drop-off point because the recon element of the trip 
was deemed essential, and because the Ukrainian team has no transport capabilities 

and could not meet us halfway.



The Consignment

We delivered the following supplies to L’viv on 24 November 2022

7 Quantity Approx Value 
(GDP/USD)

Medium generators (one petrol, one diesel) 2 700/770

Small petrol generator 1 150/165

Transformers (UK-to-EU) 2 120/130

Small Industrial Fan Heaters 2 120/130

LED Work Lamps 4 144/160

Large Power Bank (all purpose) 1 256/280

Small Power Banks (for mobile phones) 10 160/176

Thermal blankets 30 270/290

Assorted items (pampers, chocolates, adaptors, etc.) 40 120/132

TOTAL 2,040/2,250



Budgetary breakdown

Our costs and donations breakdown is as follows. The negative net total will be 
covered by the project sponsor.

Costs Approx Value 
(GDP/USD)

Fuel, food, hotels and ferry passage etc. 1400/1540

Goods delivered 2,040/2,250

Support staff costs (marketing team and admin) 500/550

Sub-total 3940/4340

Minus GoFundMe donations towards Trip 1 2160/2376

NET TOTAL -1780/-1964

The mini-generator will be placed 
outside and powers the medicines 

fridge via an extension cord.

We stuffed boxes of chocolate in 
among the main items delivered.



Where else has your aid gone?

Those refugees who have no place to go are 
housed in a nearby shelter which we are also 

supporting. They range from babies to the elderly. 
Many are disabled from birth. 

No military personnel are present.



Next steps

During the visit we identified two Ukrainian team members in particular 
need of financial support. Our plan for the next stage of the project is to 
deliver this support at a rate of £250 per month per person, while also 

raising funds for our next delivery of several additional generators in late 
January 2022.

We have gone ahead and purchased 4 medium generators but hope to 
add more to the next consignment.

This follow-on activity will focus on the 150 refugees housed in the 
shelter, who will very likely suffer this winter if left unaided.



Conclusion

We take exactly zero in management salaries or payouts. We believe in direct action, 
identifying specific people in need and helping them in tangible ways, while 

documenting and auditing where our aid is going and who is benefiting from it. 

If you would like to continue to support us, perhaps via a monthly donation, we will 
provide you with ongoing updates and images showing exactly how your contribution 

is being used to help people. 

Regardless of whether you decide to continue, we want to thank you for your very 
kind support for this initiative so far. 
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